ABOUT EDM

Here at MEElectronics, everything we do is rooted
in on our great love for music, and we wanted to dedicate a line
of headphones to the one genre that best embodies our beliefs and
ideals - Electronic Dance Music (EDM).
For thousands of fans worldwide, EDM is more than
just music - it is a way of life that provides entertainment while
shaping thoughts and values along the way.
Following two decades of popularity in Europe, EDM is now
gaining mainstream appreciation in the US, resulting in drastic
changes to the music industry and nightclub landscape. Global dance
music events continue to set records for attendance, and there is no
end in sight.
We want the world to know what EDM and PLUR are all about.
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THE LOGO

EDM is all about fun, energy, and carrying on a lifestyle that embodies the
ideals of Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect (PLUR), all shared by
individuals worldwide through dancing to the music.
We celebrate the growth in the popularity of EDM and want to share our
passion with the entire Universe. Our EDM Universe headphones and
earphones represent our reverence to the music, and our logo symbolizes
the innate desire in our body and spirit to dance.
The d represents dance in Electronic Dance Music, and the four colors
symbolize Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect.
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THE DESIGN

Being driven to dance by the infectious melodies
of EDM led us to incorporate the d for dance into
the design of our EDM Universe products.
Combined with the four PLUR colors, there is no
mistaking the EDM Universe headphones for any
others.
Our philosophy for tuning the headphones is
similar - as long-time fans of dance music, we
know how live EDM events are supposed to
sound.
The EDM Universe headphones and earphones
don’t just sound good with EDM music – they
recreate the full EDM experience anytime,
anyplace.
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In-Ear Headphone

4 Pairs
of Eartips

Shirt Clip

First Use: Selecting Tips

A proper seal between the earpiece and your ear canal is required to achieve the best
sound quality with the MEElectronics M-Duo. Please follow the instructions in the manual
to make sure you get a proper seal. It may take several minutes to get the correct fit, but it
will result in better sound, comfort, and noise isolation in the long term.
Select and install the correct ear tips for your ears
This may require trying multiple sizes/types of ear tips. If you have larger ears, try the larger
tips first. if you have smaller ears, try the smaller tips first. Because ear canals may not be
symmetric, you may need to use different-sizes or types of ear tips in each ear. When
changing ear tips, make sure they are installed securely before putting the earpiece in your ear.
Standard Silicone Tips (small, medium, large):
The standard silicone ear tips come in three sizes to fit most ears.
With a shallower insertion than the double flange ear tips, they
provide a high level of comfort and good seal for most ears.
Many people report these tips work best for their ears, and they are
a good choice if you don’t feel comfortable with the deep insertion
the double-flange ear tips provide.
Double-Flange Tips:
Double-flange ear tips are designed to insert more deeply into the
ear canal than the single-flange ear tips, creating a tighter, more
secure seal. The double-flange ear tips fit a wide range of ears
comfortably.

How to Wear: Inserting Earpiece

Each earphone has a channel indicator with an R for right and an L for left.
The inline microphone and remote is located on the cable for the right channel.

Note: If you are having issues
achieving a seal, try different ear tips
and/or different insertion angles.
Without a proper seal, the sound will
lack bass and sound tinny.
1. Make sure the ear tip is secure on the earphone nozzle.
2. Pull up on the top of your ear with the opposite hand to open your ear canal
and insert the ear tip into your ear canal.
3. As you are inserting the ear tip into your ear canal, adjust the angle as necessary to enable the ear tip
to fit deeper into your ear canal, creating a seal. Moistening the ear tip prior to insertion may make
insertion easier.
4. Once inserted properly the ear tip should not be visible and outside noises should be attenuated. To
test for a seal, you can snap your fingers next to your ear.
5. If you feel pressure in your ear, pull back on the earphone housing slightly to release the pressure
without breaking the seal.

How to Wear: More Options
Using the cable cinch:
The cable cinch can effectively shorten the
length of the cable after the Y split to keep the
earphones in place more securely.
Tighten the cable cinch and use the shirt clip
to reduce cable movement during activities.
The cable cinch does not go beyond the inline
mic/remote housing but will still minimize cable
movement.

Using the shirt clip:
The cable comes with an attached
clip that clips to your shirt or other
clothing, holding the cable where you
want it to keep it from getting in the
way during activities.

Move the cable cinch
up or down to shorten
cable after the Y split

Shirt clip holds
cable in place

Microphone and Remote Use:
The MEElectronics volume control is
a universal volume control that will
work with any device, and the volume
setting on your remote will supersede
device volume.
If you are not hearing any sound,
please check the volume control
position.

Inline Microphone
with Volume Control

+

Controlling Volume

maximum
volume setting
universal
volume
control
microphone
remote
button

Volume is at the
maximum when the
switch is closest to
the + on the remote.

Microphone and Remote Use:
Taking Phone Calls

The EDM Universe Earphones include an inline microphone and remote button.
The microphone is directional and needs to be near your mouth to operate properly.
If your voice is not transmitted loudly and clearly, adjust the location of the microphone so
it is in front of your mouth.
At times, poor voice clarity can be a result of poor call connection quality, in which case you
should hang up and retry your call.
Most smartphones are compatible with the MEElectronics remote.
For full compatibility and functionality, including controlling media playback,
please visit meelec.com/phone.
Functionality for iPhones® and most Android™ phones:
Phone Mode
Incoming phone call
Phone call in progress

Button Press
Single press
Single press

Action
Answer phone call
End call

Note: If you experience issues please make sure no other applications are interfering
with remote functionality

Microphone and Remote Use:
Controlling Media

Note: different applications will behave differently, and this is not a guarantee of functionality.
Please visit meelec.com/phone for more information.
Apple device functionality:
Phone Mode

No incoming
call/active call

Button Press
Single press
Quick double press
Quick triple press
Press and hold

Android device functionality:
Phone Mode

No incoming
call/active call

Button Press
Single press
Quick double press
Quick triple press

Action
Play/pause music
Next track
Start track over or previous track
Activate voice control (iPod® Touch 3G, 4G, iPhone 3GS, 4);
Activate Siri (iPod Touch 5G and newer, iPhone 4S and newer)
Action
Play/Pause
Next track
Varies with the application

Note: Modern iPhones (2011 and newer), as well as Android devices, support multi-tasking and allow one
program to have priority over others, which can affect button functionality. If your remote button is not working,
try bringing the program you want the button to work with into focus (active window).

Specifications
Driver

10mm high performance drivers with neodymium magnets

Frequence
Response

20Hz – 20KHz

Sensitivity

100 dB (1mW @ 1KHz)

Impedance

16 ohms

Connector

3.5mm gold plated, right angle connector

Cable

Color matched 130 cm (51 in) cord with attached shirt clip

Warranty

The EDM Universe In-Ear Headphones are covered by a 1 year manufacturer warranty against manufacture defects.
Following the complete Care and Storage recommendations found at www.meelec.com/manual
as well as cleaning the earphones when necessary will extend the life of your earphones.
For issues with your product, contact customerservice@meelec.com.
Contact warranty@meelec.com for warranty claims from:

• Within the US or Canada from an authorized reseller (see www.meelec.com/wheretobuy)
• From www.meelec.com
• From the MEElectronics store at Amazon.co.uk

For international retailers or distributors and unauthorized resellers
(see authorized resellers at www.meelec.com/wheretobuy) contact your retailer for warranty service.

• This limited warranty does not cover failure of the product resulting from misuse, abuse, accident,
neglect, mishandling, or wear from ordinary use or environmental deterioration.
Environmental deterioration includes exposure to moisture, extreme heat or cold, and sun damage.
• This limited warranty does not cover ear tips or accessories
• This limited warranty does not cover consequential damage to other components.
• This limited warranty is null and void for altered products.
• This limited warranty terminates if you sell or otherwise transfer this product to another party.

MEElectronics

In-Ear Headphones
USER MANUAL

Please read this manual in its entirety.
If you have any questions after reading the manual please contact
MEElectronics customer service at customerservice@meelec.com
A more complete version of this manual can be found at www.meelec.com/manual
Please visit www.meelec.com/troubleshooting for troubleshooting information
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